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D. tu0ã•®å®›å…ˆIPã‚’å¤‰æ›´ã•—ã•¾ã•™
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
The %TUN-5-RECURDOWN: Tunnel0 temporarily disabled due to
recursive routing error message means that the generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel router has discovered a recursive
routing problem. This condition is usually due to one of these
causes:
+ A misconfiguration that causes the router to try to route to
the tunnel destination address using the tunnel interface
itself (recursive routing)
+ A temporary instability caused by route flapping elsewhere in
the network So in this question maybe there is something wrong
with the tunnel destination so we should add static route to
solve it.
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/enhanced-interior
-gateway-routingprotocol-eigrp/22327-gre-flapã€‚

NEW QUESTION: 2
The vCenter is an example of a(n) discovery tool.
A. passive
B. active
Answer: B
Explanation:
There are two types of discovery methods: active and passive.
Active discovery methods can run processes that are detrimental
and can impact a system. They normally require an agent. With
passive discovery methods, data is obtained in a non-impact,
non-intrusive manner, with no agents. Obtaining and
interpreting/presenting data such as this normally requires
more experience.
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